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THE HIGHEST MOUNTAIN ON EARTH
This yearbook is a portal into Alpine Ascents 2016. While so much of the Everest work is behind the scenes and 
not captured, we’ve compiled a series of webcasts, climber photos and social media posts that will tell their 
story. Most of the camera work can be accredited to the lead guide Ben Jones; the work speaks for itself and 
unveils yet another job that guides take on. Enjoy!

CONGRATULATIONS 2016 CLIMBERS!
Another successful year in Nepal. Our guide Ben Jones made the summit with Mario Simoes, Jen Loeb (also known as “Team 
Sweet & Salty”), Fur Kancha, Pasang Tendi and thanks to Lakpa Rita and his amazing crew at base camp. Special thanks to Jiban 
Ghimire in Kathmandu. As always, a team effort! The group woke up at 8:30am for the final push, reaching the hightest point on 
Earth at 9:45am on May 19th, 2016.

FOLLOW THE JOURNEY WITH TAMPSTAMPED ENTRIES FROM THEIR WEBCAST!
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MEET THE 2016 EXPEDITION CREW

LAPKA RITA
BASE CAMP LEADER

From: thame \ Currently lives in: seattle
With AA1 for over 20 years

15 summits of Mt. Everest on over 23 expeditions
1st Sherpa and 1st Nepali to climb the Seven Summits
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THE ALPINE ASCENTS SHERPA TEAM. 
SOME HAVE BEEN WITH US FOR OVER 20 YEARS!
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THE SOUTH COL ROUTE After reaching Base Camp (17,598ft/5364m) we 
established four camps on the mountain.

CAMP 1: 19,500FT / 5943M
Situated at the top of the ice fall, this camp functions as an 
intermediate camp until Camp 2 is established.

CAMP 2: 21,000FT / 6400M
Our advanced base camp in the Western Cwm, a flat glacial valley 
basin. It consists of large tents for cooking and dining,  as well as 
several smaller tents for sleeping. It will be our base during the 
placements of Camp 3 and 4.

CAMP 3: 23,500FT / 7162M 
Standing at the head of the cirque on the Lhotse face, this camp 
will consist of three and four man tents. This intermediate camp 
helps us to reach Camp 4.

CAMP 4: 26,300FT / 8016M
High camp on the South Col is the final stop before the summit.

A SNOWY BASE CAMP CAMP 2 SUNRISE CAMP 3
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The trek to Everest Base Camp took approximately 10 days and went from the Dudh Kosi valley up through 
the Imja Drangka and onto the Khumbu Glacier. Along the way, we visited the villages of Namche, Tengboche, 
Pheriche and Lobuche, which are richly cultured villages with spectacular views of the Himalayas.

THE TREK TO BASE CAMP 10 DAYS IN THE HIMALAYAS

NAMCHE, HIKE, REST 00:47
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THE TREK TO BASE CAMP 10 DAYS IN THE HIMALAYAS

APRIL 8, 2016 \ Thame-Khumjung-Deboche
We had some nice sun on the peaks at sunset tonight and we are heading off to bed. The mountains are a little dry this year 
with not much snow falling in the Winter. We are hearing good news about the Khumbu icefall this year though with the icefall 
doctors already having fixed the rope and ladders to Camp 1... I have heard first hand that there are minimal ladders (20) so far.

APRIL 9, 2016 \ BLESSINGS AT 14,300FT
We visited Lama Geishi, the high Lama of the Khumbu, in upper Pangboche. Here we received another blessing for safe passage 
through the mountains and to the top of Everest and down. We will have one more ceremony where we ask for safe passage 
again once we reach base camp, called the Puja. We appreciate each blessing we receive and wouldn’t feel the same if we didn’t 
receive them. It’s a part of this spectacular culture of the Sherpa and Nepali people. We continued on to Pheriche, and are now 
at 14,300ft and doing great.

APRIL 10, 2016 \ RESTING IN PHERICHE
It’s been pretty windy the last couple of days, but our acclimatization hike in the morning was pleasant. Tomorrow we head to 
Lobuche for 2 nights, our last stop before we arrive at base camp for the next 6 weeks.
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APRIL 13, 2016 \ SWEET AND SALTY MAKE IT TO BASECAMP
Today we have arrived to Basecamp! We were greeted by our staff as we arrived and treated to tea and a great lunch prepared 
by our amazing Chef, Gopal. After a couple hours of relaxing and moving into our tents we relaxed in our dining tent... Our staff 
has once again made a very nice camp for us with a lot of hard work moving rocks and setting up tents.

WELCOME TO BASE CAMP 17,598ft / 5364m
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WELCOME TO BASE CAMP 17,598ft / 5364m

BASE CAMP TOUR 01:32
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CAMP 1 19,500ft / 5943m

APRIL 23, 2016 \ WE HAVE ARRIVED SAFELY
We have arrived safely and in good time to Camp 1 today at about 19,500ft. Both Jen and Mario did an excellent job today 
skillfully and efficiently climbing through the Khumbu Icefall. It is a bit windy today, but we have beautiful views all around in the 
Western Cwm.

After arriving at Camp 1, I was able to help out at the Helicopter LZ as the loads for all of the fixing gear to the summit were long 
lined and dropped. This will save some 87 loads that would have been portered up through the Khumbu icefall. I think this is 
some positive change for safety and was a coordination of of a few of the big teams here on Everest. Tomorrow will be a rest day 
and an acclimatization day at our new altitude. We are happy to be here in this incredible place!
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LADDERS OF THE KHUMBU 01:17

PREP + TRAINING BETWEEN CAMPS 1 + 2
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CAMP 2 21,000ft / 6400m

APRIL 25, 2016 \ CLIMB TO CAMP 2
Today we climbed to Camp 2 through the Western Cwm. It was a pleasant day today through the Cwm. At times the western 
cwm can feel like you are in an oven, sweltering in the heat, but today we had a pleasant breeze. As I’m writing this I can hear the 
winds howling up towards the summit of Everest. It sounds almost like a freight train! It is still windy up high but here at Camp 2 
it is calm. 

At 11:56am Nepal time while we were hiking through the western cwm we observed a minute of silence for the tragic earthquake 
that shook Nepal and so many lives one year ago. Tomorrow we will take a rest day and get use to our new altitude here. The 
plan will be to spend three nights here at Camp 2 before completing our first rotation on the mountain.
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TOUR OF CAMP 2 01:17

CAMP 2 21,000ft / 6400m
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CAMP 3 23,500ft / 7162m

APRIL 27, 2016 \ FINISHING UP OUR FIRST OF 3 ROTATIONS
After two nights at Camp 1 and 3 nights at Camp 2, we are excited to be heading back to down the “thick” air at base camp in 
some hours. It’s been a great rotation, beautiful as always but will be nice to be back “home” for showers and rest!

MAY 3, 2016 \ HEADED BACK UP THE MOUNTAIN
We have had plentiful rest here in basecamp and are ready to head back up the mountain for our second rotation. On this 
rotation we will spend one night at Camp 1, one or two nights at Camp 2, and also climb to Camp 3, touching, and descending 
back to base camp for another rest until we are ready for the summit push.
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23,500ft / 7162m

MAY 7, 2016 \ CLIMB ON LHOTSE FACE
The team did great, and both Jen and Mario 
broke their personal altitude records today 
climbing to over 23,000ft! It was a beautiful 
morning and day for our climb and the route 
is in great condition. The fixing crew did an 
outstanding job on the Lhotse face and it looks 
like the fixing will continue on to the summit in 
the next few days.

CAMP 3
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“Among the many things you learn climbing big mountains; patience is probably one 
of the most valuable. 
Thankfully for most of us this day and age, it is something that can learned. With many years of experience sitting in tents, and 
waiting, I have learned, am still learning, and will continue to learn that skill. And today Lakpa and I decided to practice that skill 
for at least one more day. Instead of heading up early tomorrow morning to Camp 2, we are going to wait another day here in 
Base Camp. With plenty of time left in the season to summit Mount Everest, the forecast just doesn't seem to allow for a long 
enough window in the next several days to make it reasonable to try and summit. So, we will wait. At least one more day, and 
possible a few more days, until the forecast for winds on the summit come down a notch or two. It's a part of Big Mountain 
climbing, and it's the safe decision.

When we were in Namche for a couple days on our rest, we shared the Panorama Lodge with 12 Monks from the Tengboche 
Monastery that were doing a Puja for the owners of the lodge. I sat for most of the day and watched the monks chant and 
perform the Puja which lasted about 6 hours that day. As you can imagine it takes a great deal of attention and discipline to stay 
focused for that long of a ceremony. Some young monks looked at their phones occasionally, but for the most part they all did 
their part in performing the entire ceremony with an unbelievable amount of patience and tolerance. It was the longest Puja I 
have ever sat through and it was an amazing thing to watch. It made me think a lot about being in the moment, slowing down, 
and of course Patience.

While we aren't monks it seems fitting to try and apply some of the monk patience and zen while we wait another day for better 
weather and better climbing.”

BEN JONES, 2016 EVEREST GUIDE
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FINAL COUNTDOWN

MAY 9, 2016 \ TEAM HEADS DOWN VALLEY
Today we flew by Helicopter to Namche at 11,300ft. I know that it is the wrong way, but we are doing it to let our bodies rest, 
heal, and recover before our summit push. We have been at 17,500ft or above for 1 month now and it’s hard to explain how 

MAY 11, 2016 \ FIXING TEAM SUMMITS
Today there is big news on Everest: 9 sherpa from different teams fixed lines all the way to the summit today! This is great news 
and allows teams to start summiting over the next couple of weeks... Congratulations to all 9 sherpa and thanks for the hard 
work! We flew back from Namche today to basecamp and are happy to be back close to the mountain, but the thick air sure did 
feel good. The plan now is for the entire team to rest here at basecamp for at least two more days getting things finalized and 
ready for the summit push.

MAY 14, 2016 \ ENOUGH WITH PATIENCE…
Well, it looks like we won’t have to practice patience very long after all. Tomorrow at 2am, we will be heading up to Camp 2 to 
start our summit push. The weather is looking better and we are eyeing the 18th or 19th for our trip to the top of the world.

MAY 15, 2016 \ TEAM LEFT BASE CAMP FOR SUMMIT PUSH
Alpine Ascents Everest 2016 climbers and sherpas team left base camp today for the summit push. The team pulled into Camp 
2 strong, and made it within 9 hours. They have been resting and recovering this afternoon and plan to climb early morning 
tomorrow to Camp3. They will most likely be summiting may 18th or 19th, depending on weather.

ALMOST THERE!



CAMP 4 26,300ft / 8016m

MAY 16, 2016 \ TEAM AT CAMP 3
The team left Camp 2 at 4:30am and reached Camp 3 at 10am. Everyone did great job getting up, are doing very well, and excited 
to use oxygen from now until all the way to the summit and back. Food, rest and hydration is the key to the next few days. Our 
Sherpa team helped climbers to move up and did awesome job digging ice and snow to pitch tents. The entire team will move to 
Camp 4 tomorrow.

MAY 18, 2016 \ CHECKING IN FROM SOUTH COL, DOING WELL
Winds have died down and the team is finishing breakfast. Planning to try for summit this evening Nepal time.
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THE TOP OF THE WORLD 29,035ft / 8850M
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MOUNT EVEREST SUMMIT
MAY 19, 2016 at 9:45AM
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2015 + 2014
Cancelled due to the natural disaster. Our 
base camp supplies, food, tents, water all 
moved within a few days to support the 
village of Thame. (2014 season cancelled 

due to avalanche) 

2013
100% success rate for climbers reaching 

high camp! Also 2 guides, 3 climbers and 2 
Sherpa also reached the summit of Lhotse 

(both peaks within a 24 hour period).

2012
Fourteen Alpine Ascents climbers reach the 

summit.

2011 + 2010
100% success rate for climbers reaching 

high camp.

250+ SUMMITS 

EVEREST IN 2017
Next year, we look forward to equally skilled staff and continued success by 
offering the highest quality trip available. Our trips include:
     
     Low climber to guide ratio
     Team Leader Ben Jones with our illustrious Sherpa team 
     (Fur Kancha, Pasang Tendi) and Lakpa Rita as Sirdar
     Liberal use of Oxygen included in cost 
     Full access to medical facility for all climbers and staff
     Webcast and social media postings 
     1:1 Sherpa/staff support on summit day
     Commitment to small team size 
     Rest day with Oxygen at high camp
     Outstanding base camp facility and meals

More details on Everest 2017 at http://www.alpineascents.com/everest.php

THE ALPINE ASCENTS FOUNDATION
Established in 1999, The Alpine Ascents Foundation and its offspring the Sherpa 
Education Fund has been assisting children in Nepal to attend high-level, private 
schools through scholarship sponsorship. This program has proved highly 
successful with some of our students now attending college, and being the first 
in their family to receive high levels of education. More recently Alpine Ascents 
Foundation has built a nursery school in the village of Namche and was able to 
provide financial support to the rebuilding of Thame Village. Please consider a 
donation or child sponsorship to help these worthy endeavors! 
http://www.alpineascentsfoundation.org

WWW.ALPINEASCENTS.COM

READ THE FULL
WEBCAST HERE
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